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Transport of coherent waves in multiple-scattering media may exhibit fundamental, nonintuitive phenomena
such as halt of diffusion by disorder called Anderson localization. For electromagnetic waves, this phenomenon
was observed only in one and two dimensions so far. However, none of these experiments studied the contribution
of reciprocal paths nor their manipulation by external fields. In order to weaken the effect of reciprocity of
coherent wave transport on Anderson localization in one dimension, we studied light propagation through stacks
of parallel Faraday-active glass slides exposed to magnetic fields up to 18 T. Measurements of light transmission
statistics are presented and compared to one-dimensional (1D) transfer-matrix simulations. The latter reveals a
self-organization of the polarization states in this system leading to a saturation of the Faraday rotation-induced
reciprocity breaking, an increase of the localization length, and a decrease of transmission fluctuations when
reciprocity is broken. This is confirmed experimentally for samples containing small numbers of slides while for
larger samples a crossover from a 1D to a quasi-1D transport regime is found.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.100.043818
I. INTRODUCTION
Anderson localization (AL) is a coherent wave transport
phenomenon which results in the halt of diffusion due to
interferences in multiple-scattering media. Even though co-
herent light transport in highly multiple scattering media
has been studied for years [1], experiments which mainly
focused on static or dynamic transmission properties still fail
to show signs of this supposedly universal phenomenon for
light in three-dimensional media [2,3]. While it is believed
that this long-standing quest could be successfully achieved
by further tuning the sample properties by optimization of
the scattering behavior [4–6], signs of localization could be
hidden behind other perturbing signals such as absorption or
fluorescence [2]. In other words, one may wonder whether
the right quantities were measured up to now. The quest
for unequivocal signatures of AL is therefore of paramount
importance [7–10].
The observation of the coherent backscattering cone [11]
or weak localization, the precursor of AL, illustrated the
importance of interferences in the description of randomly
scattered wave phenomena. Robust interferences between re-
ciprocal multiple-scattering paths—which are at the heart of
AL—survive even in strongly disordered materials [12]. Since
coherent phenomena are very sensitive to the phase of the
wave, the magneto-optical Faraday effect which introduces
circular birefringence between counterpropagating waves [13]
can be used to manipulate coherent wave transport [14,15].
This effect breaks reciprocity and therefore suppresses
weak localization of light [16–18]. Moreover, a dephasing
between counterpropagating paths was used to show the
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cancellation of coherent backscattering in optics by inducing
nonlinearly a fast step change in the refractive index of
a random photonic medium [19], and the suppression and
revival of coherent backscattering of ultracold atoms [20]
(as proposed by Ref. [21]). These latter authors further sug-
gested to break time-reversal symmetry to study AL of cold
atoms. This was done very recently by Hainaut et al. [22]
who used an artificial gauge field on cold atoms trapped
in one dimension to induce a parity-time symmetry break-
ing such that the system transits from the orthogonal to
the unitary class. Another mechanism of controlled break-
ing of reciprocity of optical paths by the Doppler effect in
hot atomic vapor was discussed in [23]. External magnetic
fields also affect weak localization in electronic systems [24].
In such systems, universal localization length changes have
been predicted in quasi-one-dimensional (Q1D) systems when
breaking reciprocity [25,26], and nonuniversal changes in di-
mensions above 2 [27]. Magnetic-field-induced delocalization
was also reported in solid-state systems [27,28], and several
reviews [29,30] address the topic of the impact of the external
magnetic field on AL in electronic systems.
Here we study the effect of magneto-optical dephasing on
light localization in order to check its usefulness as an alterna-
tive probe of AL of light. We test this idea in a system where
light is known to localize, a 1D disordered system, as in one
dimension every infinitesimal amount of disorder is sufficient
to localize the wave [31,32]. Note that this idea should not
be confused with the magnetic-field localization transition
predicted in random ensemble of point scatterers [33]: in the
latter system, the magnetic field does not act on reciprocity
but on the interatomic dipole-dipole interaction that inhibits
localization in such 3D systems without field [34]. One-
dimensional or quasi-one-dimensional electromagnetic wave
localization can be realized either in confined geometries such
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FIG. 1. (a) Localization through a 1D stack of glass slides, and
direction of the external magnetic field. (b),(c) Transition from 1D to
quasi-1D due to spreading of the multiply reflected laser beam.
as microwaves in a waveguide [35] or optical fibers [36], or in
open systems such as stacks of glass slides [32,37–39]; see
Fig. 1.
Bromberg et al. [12] showed the effect of the manipulation
of reciprocity on the coherent backscattering (weak localiza-
tion) in a Q1D experiment using an optical fiber setup. Here
we use the Faraday effect to manipulate reciprocity in the
strong localization regime of stacks of Faraday active glass
slides.
Berry and Klein [32] observed and explained why a stack
of N  1 transparent parallel plates of varying thickness acts
essentially like a mirror: due to random interferences between
waves multiply reflected backward and forward by the plates
surfaces, the transmission T of the intensity of the normal
incident light decreases exponentially as a function of N ,
〈ln T 〉 = −2N ln
(
1
τ
)
, (1)
and light is mostly reflected. This formula assumes that the
wavelength of the light is much smaller than the deviations
around the mean value of the plates thicknesses. Here, τ =
4n
(n+1)2 is the transmission of one glass→air or air→glass
interface (n is the refractive index of the glass) at normal
incidence calculated by the Fresnel formulas, and the average
〈. . . 〉 is done over the configurations. Note that this is different
from the situation of incoherently added multiply reflected
intensities which gives T ∝ 1/N (see, e.g., Ref. [32] and
references there). As the above expression includes reciprocal
interferences, this situation was associated with localization
by Berry and Klein [32]. The localization length ξ , corre-
sponding to the inverse of the slope of Eq. (1), is given by
1
ξ
= 2 ln
(
1
τ
)
(2)
in units of plate number. For stacks of glass plates in air
values of ξ are typically 10. Note that the exponential decay
of Eq. (1) starts even for samples sizes N shorter than the
localization length ξ [32].
The strong attenuation of the log-averaged transmission
in the localized regime is also connected to a narrowing of
the modes allowed to be transmitted. This leads to enhanced
fluctuations of the transmission. Chabanov et al. [40] noted
that the exponential decay of the static transmission with
the sample thickness is not clearly distinguishable from ab-
sorption (similar to the 3D case) and that absorption may
even suppress localization. Moreover, the large fluctuations
associated with localization imply that the mean transmission
is not the natural scaling parameter. Rather, the full distribu-
tion or a parameter describing this distribution correctly is a
better choice. Thus, Genack and Chabanov [41] proposed to
quantify the transmission fluctuations by using the variance of
the transmission T relative to its disorder ensemble averaged
value 〈T 〉 to observe localization in their samples, even in the
presence of absorption. Zhang et al. [38] and Park et al. [39]
then studied localization via thickness dependent transmission
and transmission statistics, respectively, in a system showing a
crossover from a 1D to a higher dimensional (>1D) geometry
by sending visible light through a stack of not perfectly flat
and not perfectly parallel glass slides. Even though in this kind
of system the transverse spreading of light is not bounded by
reflecting boundaries, they showed that for a large number of
slides it was described surprisingly well by the statistics of
diffusive transport through long narrow tubes (Q1D) [42,43].
This is remarkable since the light transport is rather different
in both cases: In the narrow tube geometry, the mean free
path is isotropic and shorter than (or comparable to) the tube
diameter, while in the slide stack geometry, the mean free
path is strongly anisotropic with a transverse value much
larger than the beam diameter. Therefore, mode correlation
effects are much stronger in the tube case. Nevertheless, for
a small number of slides, one expects mode correlations in
the stack system as well which implies that its transmission
statistics should feature characteristics similar to perfect 1D
localizing systems. While such stacked systems are experi-
mentally simple to realize, the Q1D geometry might weaken
or even suppress localization for a large number of slides.
In this paper, we study such a stack of slides made out
of a Faraday active glass. The interferences of the multiple
reflections that lead to the exponential decay in transmission
are studied by manipulating the phases of the waves via the
Faraday effect in an external magnetic field applied parallel
to the direction of propagation of light [see Fig. 1(a)]. We
compare our measurements with the results of transfer-matrix
calculations from a perfect 1D stack of glasses with the
same parameters. The transfer-matrix calculations show an
increase of the localization length and a decrease of the
fluctuations in transmission when reciprocity is broken. They
further show an attraction of the polarization states towards
the circular left and right polarizations, thus leading to a
saturation of the reciprocity breaking mechanism in this 1D
system. In the experiments, the probability distribution of
the normalized transmitted intensity allows us to identify the
crossover range from one dimension to quasi-one dimension
due to imperfections in flatness and parallelism of the plates as
sketched in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). For samples smaller than this
crossover length, the experiments show reasonable agreement
with the 1D simulations and represent the first experimental
manipulation of optical AL via external fields. For large
sample thicknesses, high transmission fluctuations and AL are
suppressed by the Q1D nature of the experimental sample.
The paper is organized as follows: First, in Sec. II we
present the numerical results obtained within the transfer
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FIG. 2. Simulated polarization states in transmission for samples of N = 1, 6, 8, or 30 plates represented on the Poincaré sphere
(Mollweide projection) at B = 18 T for the Faraday active plates studied in the paper. The color encodes the logarithm of the total transmission
(T = Tx + Ty). X (respectively Y) represents linear polarization on the x (respectively y) axis, D and A stand for diagonal and antidiagonal
(linear polarization on the first and second bisectors), and R and L are the circular polarizations (right and left).
matrix formalism for the propagation of an electromagnetic
plane wave through an ideal stack of N parallel Faraday active
glass slides. Next, in Sec. III the experimental concept is
presented. Finally, in Sec. IV, we compare the numerical 1D
results with our experimental data.
II. NUMERICAL 1D RESULTS
In Appendix A, we present our extension of the transfer-
matrix formalism in 1D systems in the presence of circu-
lar birefringence mechanisms such as Faraday rotation or
optical activity. The transfer matrices were calculated using
Eq. (A10), and the transmitted field was extracted using
Eq. (A11). The parameters used for the simulations were
chosen to be as close as possible to realistic experimental
parameters. We therefore choose to work with λ0 = 532 nm
(wavelength in vacuum), n0 = 1 (refractive index of the air
gaps), n = 1.8 (refractive index of the Faraday active mate-
rial at B = 0 T, Schott SF57 [44]), V = 31 rad/T m (Verdet
constant of the Faraday active material, Schott SF57 [44]),
d uniformly distributed on a span 2d = 10 μm around
〈d〉 = 1.5 mm (thickness of both the Faraday active slabs and
of the air gaps in between). No absorption was put in the
simulations. We checked that the precision of the calculation
was high enough to compute the coefficients of the large
transfer matrices up to 125 plates. For each number of plates
and for magnetic fields up to 25 T, 3 × 104 different samples
were calculated, and the whole statistics of all transmis-
sion and reflection coefficients was recorded. With a and
b being either x or y, the transmission (respectively reflec-
tion) coefficients are defined as follows: Tab = |Eb→N /Ea→0 |2
(resp. Rab = |Eb←0 /Ea→0 |2) are the transmitted (respectively
reflected) intensities with linear polarization b from incident
linear polarization a, Ta = Tax + Tay is the total transmitted
intensity for incident linear polarization a. At B = 0 T, the
two polarization channels are uncoupled, and therefore Txy =
Tyx = 0. Moreover for symmetry reasons, at any field, Txx =
Tyy, Txy = Tyx, and therefore Tx = Ty.
In our 1D model, one major difference between optical
activity and Faraday rotation is that in the first case, the
rotation angle of the polarization plane of each photon is
proportional to the position in the sample, while in the latter it
is proportional to the path length of the photon in the sample.
We therefore expect all reflected photons in the optical activity
case to come back with the same polarization as the incident
photons, and to mix the polarizations in the Faraday rotation
case. This is indeed observed in the numerical simulations
(see Appendix B 1 a). Looking at how the reflected intensities
distribute over the x and y polarization channels for both
optical activity and Faraday rotation as a function of the
sample length (see Appendix B 1 b) further illustrates the fact
that Faraday rotation breaks reciprocity, while optical activity
does not.
In transmission we also observe a spreading of the po-
larization states as shown in Fig. 2. The polarization states
for 1000 different samples consisting of 1, 6, 8, or 30 plates
are represented on the Poincaré sphere which represents the
Stockes parameter of polarized light. The important polar-
ization states are described in the legend of Fig. 2. Without
magnetic field, all the points are on the X point: light stays lin-
early polarized. Applying a magnetic field induces a rotation
of the points on the equator (linearly polarized light) but also
a spreading out of the equator (elliptically polarized light).
When the number of plates and the external field are high
enough the points are attracted by the poles (as observed for
N = 30 plates in Fig. 2). The poles are the circularly polarized
states. Those circularly polarized states are not sensitive to
the field induced circular birefringence and therefore do not
allow for magnetic-field-induced reciprocity breaking: While
Faraday rotation changes the phase of a path with a given
circular polarization, this phase change is identical to the one
of the reciprocal path with the same polarization, such that
there is no field dependent relative phase shift between both
paths. Therefore, as soon as points on the Poincaré sphere
are getting close to the poles, they diffuse less: the effect of
the external magnetic field decreases. Note that this system
therefore shows a manifestation of self-organization of the
polarization state in an optical system [45,46].
In Fig. 3(a), we plot the different transmission coefficients
for the intensity at 0 and 18 T when Faraday rotation is
present. At B = 0 T, 〈ln(Tx )〉 = 〈ln(Txx )〉 decreases linearly
with the number of plates as expected [see Eq. (1)] [32]. The
extracted localization length is ξ = 5.85 plates, which is very
comparable to the 5.87-plate value obtained from Eq. (2).
This clearly shows that 1D Anderson localization occurs in
this system. However, the curves are qualitatively different
when the external magnetic field is turned on. At B = 18 T,
oscillations are observed in both 〈ln(Txx )〉 and 〈ln(Txy)〉 up
to about 30 plates. These oscillations come from the fact
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FIG. 3. Average of the logarithm of Tx , Txx , and Txy without and
with (a) Faraday rotation (FR) or (b) optical activity (OA) for the
same rotation angle of 48◦ for a single passage through a single plate.
This corresponds to a circular birefringence n = 4.72×10−5 for FR
in SF57 at B = 18 T and at the average thickness of the plates.
that for a small number of plates, the proportion of light
transmitted without reflection is high, such that the mean po-
larization state is governed by the Faraday rotation of the light
through the stack in one direction. Looking for instance only
at 〈ln(Txx )〉 leads to a diminished transmission for 2, 6, . . .
plates where the mean polarization is perpendicular to the
incident polarization. Calculating the Faraday rotation of the
directly transmitted light as a function of the total length of
Faraday material in the sample, one expects a perpendicular
polarization for 1.9 plates, 5.6 plates, etc., consistent with the
latter observation. At these specific numbers, mainly multi-
ply reflected light (which has undergone some more or less
stochastic polarization changes as shown in Fig. 2) is detected,
which gives rise to an increased observation of localized light
and thus a decreased 〈ln(Txx )〉. For an increasing number of
plates, more multiply reflected photons govern the mean trans-
mission, such that the distribution of polarization gets further
broadened. For N  30, Txx = Txy, and therefore 〈ln(Tx )〉 =
〈ln(Txx )〉 + ln 2. In this regime, the exponential decrease of
the mean transmission is slowed down with magnetic field.
The ratio of the slopes of the linear fits to the B = 0 T and B =
18 T data is found to be r = 1.1130 ± 0.0009. This suggests
that the localization length in the system is increased by a
factor r when the magnetic field is on. The subsistence of an
exponential decay with magnetic field may suggest that the
magnetic field only disturbs some of the localized modes. In
fact, however, for sufficiently high values of N (at high enough
B) the mixed elliptical polarization states progressively evolve
into equal amounts of the two circular polarized states (as
illustrated above) which cannot evolve further because the
latter do not couple to FR. Therefore AL modes cannot be
manipulated further beyond this point. Increasing the product
of the magnetic field times the Verdet constant decreases the
quasiperiod of the oscillations and moves the onset of the
circular polarized regime to a smaller number of plates.
We also ran the calculation for different values of the
refractive index n of the Faraday active material without any
external magnetic field. Without magnetic field, we verified
that the slope of 〈ln(Txx )〉 as a function of N is equal to
1/ ln τ [Eq. (1), [32]]. Even with this dependency, in the range
explored (1.4 < n < 2.0, B = 9, 18, 27 T), we find that r
neither depends significantly on n nor on B, once B is high
enough (r = 1.113 ± 0.003, mean and standard deviation on
all the calculated data). This result seems similar to the univer-
sal relation between the localization length with and without
time-reversal symmetry found for Q1D electronic [25] and
quantum chaotic systems [26] with a large number of trans-
verse modes, whereas the case studied here is purely one di-
mensional, that means with only one single transverse mode.
However, the relation found for the latter systems (removing
completely time-reversal symmetry doubles the localization
length) does not seem to hold in our case. One reason could be
that time-reversal symmetry is not completely broken in our
case: even though increasing the magnetic field does not alter
the results anymore, the attraction of the polarization states
toward the circular polarized states for long samples (see
Fig. 2) cancels time symmetry breaking. Another reason could
also be the fact that our system has two polarization modes
that are either not coupled (without field), or field-dependent
mixed with field. This is different from theN perfectly mixed
modes of the Q1D literature. In Ref. [29], Eq. (220) states
that forN = 1 mode (pure 1D system), the localization length
should be independent of the magnetic field (r = 1), whereas
for N = 2 modes (two coupled polarization states), r = 4/3.
Our results are consistent with neither predictions, but the
∼10% change is clearly established in our numerical results.
To illustrate this clear change, the same analysis is done for
optical activity (OA) in Fig. 3(b). In this case, no change in
the localization length is observed. Note that for the OA case,
oscillations with increasing number of plates are preserved in
contrast to the Faraday rotation case. For OA, the polarization
state in transmission only depends on the sample size in which
case relative fluctuations from sample to sample vanish for
large N .
In 1D systems, the variance of the normalized transmit-
ted intensity Var(s), with s = T/〈T 〉 is expected to increase
exponentially with number of plates N indicating a strong
increase of the fluctuations in transmission in the localized
regime [40]. The blue solid line in Fig. 4(a) shows such an in-
crease without magnetic field (no FR). With a magnetic field
(B = 18 T) such an exponential increase is still present for all
normalized transmissions sx = Tx/〈Tx〉, sxx = Txx/〈Txx〉, and
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FIG. 4. Variance of the normalized transmitted intensity Var(s)
as a function of the number of plates N . (a) Faraday rotation, and
(b) optical activity. Similarly to Fig. 3, the birefringence and the
average thickness of the plates are the same for the FR and OA
simulations.
sxy = Txy/〈Txy〉, but on a lower scale. This indicates that high
transmission fluctuations present in the localized regime are
partly suppressed by the Faraday effect. This observation is
consistent with the observation of an increased localization
length in Fig. 3(a). Again oscillations are observed in both
Var(sxx ) and Var(sxy) for a small number of plates [see inset
of Fig. 4(a)]. The selective detection of multiply reflected
light for a certain number of plates by polarization selection
increases the transmission fluctuations and leads to enhanced
signs of localization similar to Fig. 3(a). For N > 30 the
distribution of polarization states is further broadened such
that Var(sx ) = Var(sxx ) = Var(sxy).
In Fig. 4(b), the same analysis is performed for optical
activity (with equal rotation of the polarization) instead of
Faraday rotation. In this case, no change in the statistics is
observed.
III. EXPERIMENTAL CONCEPT
We describe now our experiment to study effects of reci-
procity on Anderson localization of light. We measured trans-
FIG. 5. 1D light transport setup: a laser beam is sent through an
OD filter to control the incident intensity before being expanded to
≈0.5 cm. This expanded beam illuminates the sample made of SF57
plates (varying from 0 to 50) placed inside the 18-T superconducting
magnet. A linear polarizer can be placed in front of the complemen-
tary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) camera to select one plane
of polarization. The sample is placed inside a sample holder which is
rotated constantly via a rubber hose by a motor.
mission statistics through a stack of Faraday active slides
as a function of an external applied DC magnetic field. We
designed the experimental setup (see Fig. 5) such that the
linear incoming polarization was Faraday-rotated by about
45◦ for propagation through one plate under the maximum
available magnetic field (18 T) which was produced by a su-
perconducting solenoid with 41-mm-diameter vertical room-
temperature bore (Oxford Instruments). This FR was chosen
to completely randomize the phases of the waves on their way
through the stack. We therefore used round slides (2.5 cm
diameter, 〈d〉 ≈ 1.5 mm) of Schott SF57 glass, a dense flint
glass (high refractive index n = 1.8 caused by the high lead
oxide concentration in the material [47]) with strong Fara-
day rotation [48]. The Verdet constant was measured to be
V ≈ 31.0 ± 0.1 rad/Tm (in good agreement with [48]) which
corresponds to a rotation angle of θ ≈ 48◦ for one plate at
λ0 = 532 nm and B = 18 T.
Putting the plates on top of each other leads to somewhat
irregular spacings between the plates and slight relative incli-
nations of their normals [see Fig. 1(c) and Refs. [38,39]]. This
is because the plates were not specially treated to be optically
flat so that they have a surface roughness comparable to the
wavelength of the incident light. In addition, their thickness
may not be perfectly equal nor perfectly homogeneous and
their normals rather slightly tilted off the direction of the
incident beam. This leads to varying spacings and thicknesses
at different transverse positions of the stack. The idea of this
setup is to send a relatively wide (≈0.5 cm) parallel coherent
light beam through this disordered stack of N glass plates
(0 < N < 50) and to monitor the transmission patterns in the
far field by a camera. On progression through the stack the
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FIG. 6. Measured images for four increasing numbers of plates
(N = 0, 5, 15, 20). The measurement was performed at B = 0 T
without polarizer in front of the camera. Color bars show measured
intensities in a.u.
phase of the incident plane wave obeys different shifts at
different lateral positions and the wave fronts become more
and more distorted with increasing N as further discussed in
the following section.
The sample holder was continuously rotated about an
axis normal to the stack via a rubber hose by a motor. The
motor turns the sample by one revolution per minute which
corresponds to the measurement time for each sample. During
this time the camera (a 12-bit CMOS camera with 1900 ×
1200 pixels from The Imaging Source, DMK 23UX174) took
300 images (5 per s). The exposure time was chosen to
be small enough (10−4 s) to minimize the averaging which
occurs by turning the sample. The linearly polarized coherent
laser beam comes from a continuous laser (Torus, Laser
Quantum, coherence length >100 m). The output power can
be tuned between P = 0.5 and 0.75 W. An optical density
(OD) filter is used to further control the incident intensity
to avoid camera saturation. The beam is expanded using two
lenses with f1 = 200 mm and f2 = 1000 mm in a confocal
setting, and then led through the sample in the magnet. The
beam was adjusted to pass parallel through the relatively long
(1174 mm) bore by aligning the back reflection of the first
plate back on the incident beam. The measurements involving
Txx were done with a linear polarizer in front of the camera
to capture only the photons with the same polarization as the
incident light, and Tx was measured without a polarizer.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS VS
1D NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
Typical snapshots of the evolution of the transmission
patterns with increasing number N of slides in the stack
are shown in Fig. 6. For N = 0 (no sample) the intensity
profile across the image surface is not perfectly Gaussian as
would be expected for a Gaussian incident beam but some
low contrast interference fringes can be noticed. They are
due to the entrance window of the CMOS camera which
is somewhat inclined with respect to the optical axis. With
increasing N , an increasing number of similar fringe patterns
of slightly inclined sample slides coherently superimpose
in the transmitted pattern which, therefore, becomes more
fine grained with increasing length of the stack. For N = 8
plates some residual fringes can still be seen mixed with a
more irregular pattern. The image with 20 plates shows that
an almost random pattern modulates the beam profile and
the intensity pattern becomes close to the familiar random
interference pattern (speckle) characteristic for fully randomly
distributed phases [44]. This is because with increasing N
the wave-front distortions rapidly become larger than the
wavelength and the patterns become more irregular because of
the increasing contributions of long multiply reflected waves.
These observations are qualitatively similar to those reported
by Zhang et al. [38].
A. Zero-field transmission statistics
The nonideal alignment of the glass plates and their surface
roughness thus result in a crossover from a situation of inter-
fering plane waves at small N to a Q1D scattering geometry
for a large N similar to the experimental realization by Park
et al. [39]. In the following section we use the comparison be-
tween experimental and numerical intensity statistics to check
how close our experimental system comes to the simulated
ideal 1D case, with an emphasis on experimental signatures
of 1D AL. We anticipate that the Q1D case at high N cannot
be captured by the numerical model.
Figure 7 displays the probability distributions of the trans-
mission p(s), with s = T/〈T 〉, for 6, 8, and 30 plates, the up-
per (a) and lower (b) row corresponding to zero and maximum
field, respectively. Experimental data are shown in orange
while the 1D simulations are plotted in blue. Overall, we
find reasonable agreement between experimental and simu-
lated intensity distributions for low N , in particular at high
magnetic fields, while differences become progressively more
pronounced with increasing N .
We consider first the zero-field case (a) in more detail.
For small N (6 or 8), both curves show a similar functional
form at small and intermediate s with a low value for p(s)
at small s followed by a maximum. This compares well with
the 1D simulations of Park et al. [39] and shows that our
experimental results are close to the 1D situation at low
N . Experimental p(s) deviate, however, substantially from
our simulations at high intensities in lacking the algebraic
high intensity tail [see the N = 30 plates case in Fig. 7(a)].
We attribute this essentially to field correlations visible by
the stripe interferences described above which particularly
spoil the brightest localized modes requiring constructive
interferences of the longest multiple reflected paths. In ad-
dition, we believe that in our experimental setting rotating
the sample does not necessarily provide a good ensemble
average over a sufficient number of independent disordered
configurations as the fringes are seen to rotate with the sample.
For increasing N , the simulations exhibit a more and more
pronounced algebraic shape with increasing contributions at
low and high intensities, which highlights the anomalously
high transmission fluctuations characteristic for localization.
The experimental distributions, however, are severely affected
by the crossover from the experimental 1D fringe situation to
the Q1D speckle situation [39] and therefore tend towards an
exponential decay typical for a classical polarized speckle [see
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FIG. 7. Histograms of the normalized transmitted intensity s = T/〈T 〉 without [upper row (a)] and with [lower row (b), B = 18 T] external
magnetic field for N = 6, 8, and 30 plates. Simulation data are traced in blue and experimental data in orange.
the N = 30 plates case in Fig. 7(a)]. Note that, consistently,
by comparing data taken with and without an analyzer we
verified that the polarization stays linear up to the highest N
for the case B = 0 T.
B. High-field transmission statistics
The lower row (b) of Fig. 7 shows that with a magnetic field
(B = 18 T), the probability distributions of the normalized
transmission s obey dramatic changes for both simulations
and experiments. For small N (here we show data for N = 6
and N = 8) we find excellent agreement between simulations
and experiments. In the case of no polarization selected
detection [p(sx )] the distributions are relatively narrow and
similar to those of a superposition of two orthogonal polarized
speckle intensities [44]. This is due to the strong and widely
distributed Faraday rotations which result in a strong depolar-
ization already after a few plates as illustrated in Fig. 2 and in
Appendix B 2. The polarization selected measurements (sxx)
perfectly agree with the simulations for N = 6 and N = 8.
This is because the strong field induced path-length dependent
depolarization generates enhanced phase fluctuations for any
given polarization which leads to a lower fringe contrast and
to a much better configuration averaging as in the zero-field
case. At high N the experimental p(s) tend towards the distri-
butions of a classical polarized [p(sxx )] and fully depolarized
[p(sx )] speckle, respectively, as expected for Q1D [see the
N = 30 plates case in Fig. 7(a)]. Therefore, the deviations
between experiment and simulations at high N are due to
the 1D to Q1D crossover in the experiment which spoils
signatures of localization.
The difference between the functional forms of p(sxx ) for
N = 6 and N = 8 also reflects the oscillations in 〈ln (Txx )〉 in
the simulations shown in Fig. 3(a). Such oscillations are also
present in the experiments: in Fig. 8, we plot 〈ln Txx〉 as a
function of the number of plates without and with magnetic
field. Without external magnetic field (blue open circles in
Fig. 8), 〈ln Txx〉 is expected to decrease linearly [32] with N as
also observed in the transfer-matrix calculations [blue line in
Fig. 3(a) or light blue line in Fig. 8]. This is well verified for
low numbers of plates (N < 10) and deviations to this linear
behavior due to the Q1D situations are then observed. When
the magnetic field is turned on, the oscillations of 〈ln Txx〉
(orange solid circles in Fig. 8) due to the contribution of the
nonreflected light are seen with the same period as in the
1D simulations [dark orange dashed line in Fig. 3(a)]. In the
transfer-matrix calculations the slope of the decay with N is
smaller for the measurement with magnetic field than without.
This was connected to an increased localization length ξ .
However, in the experiment no such change of the slope is
observed. This is explained by the fact that in the regime
where this change is expected to occur (N > 20), signs of
localization are already affected by the Q1D nature of the
scattering system.
The change of the probability distribution of the normal-
ized transmission with magnetic field (six plates and eight
plates in Fig. 7) as well as the oscillations in 〈ln Txx〉 with
0 10 20 30 40 50 60
Number of plates N
−8
−6
−4
−2
0
〈ln
( T
)〉
1D Q1D
B = 0T, Txx
B = 18T, Txx
FIG. 8. Experimental data of the mean logarithmic relative trans-
mission as a function of the number of plates N at B = 0 and 18 T.
Data are measured with a polarizer at the output. The light curves are
the simulation results [same data as in Fig. 3(a)].
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FIG. 9. Experimental data of the variance of the normalized
transmitted intensity Var(s) through a stack of N Faraday active
glass slides with (orange) and without (blue) magnetic field. Data
are measured with a polarizer at the output. The ellipse highlights
the measurements where Var(sxx ) is lower with magnetic field than
without in the 1D regime. The light curves are the simulation results
[same data as in Fig. 4(a)].
magnetic field, both in the experiments and in the simulations,
are signs of manipulation of AL via magnetic fields in a
perfect 1D geometry where localization exists from the first
plate on. Even though the samples are short compared to the
mean-free path, 1D systems are always localized—even for
very small samples—as the exponential decay starts from the
first plate on [see Fig. 3(a)]. A further probe on manipulation
of reciprocity and thus AL by magnetic fields via the Faraday
effect will be done in the following by analyzing the variance
of the normalized transmitted intensity Var(s).
C. Effect of magnetic field on Anderson localization
The main purpose of this paper is to study the effect of
breaking reciprocity on Anderson localization via Faraday
rotation. Figure 9 shows the experimental data for Var(s)
versus N without (blue open circles) and with (orange filled
circles) magnetic field. For a small number of plates (N < 8),
a similar increase as in the simulations is observed. In this
regime, oscillations are again observed in the magnetic-field
measurements. Similar to the simulations [inset in Fig. 4(a)]
the minima of these oscillations fall below the B = 0-T mea-
surement (see orange ellipse in Fig. 9). This indicates the early
stage of a slower increase of Var(sxx ) and thus confirms the
increase of the localization length with magnetic field found in
the simulations. At N > 20 plates for all measurements with
and without magnetic field a plateau occurs. The occurrence
of such a plateau in the variance of the transmitted intensity
was interpreted by Park et al. [39] as a signature of the
crossover from 1D to Q1D. High intensity fluctuations are
suppressed by mode coupling in Q1D geometry as observed
in Fig. 7 for N = 30. The crossover range is between N = 10
and N = 20, consistent with the probability distributions of
Fig. 7. This happens to be close to the expected localization
length ξ ≈ 6 plates, such that no difference in the plateau
value is observed without and with magnetic field B for sxx.
The relatively thick plates (necessary to obtain a large rotation
angle of Faraday rotation) leads to an earlier crossover from
1D to Q1D (Park et al. [39] used plates of average thickness
150 μm) and suppress localization for large N . Note that on
the other hand the high refractive index of SF57 (n = 1.84
at λ0 = 633 nm [48]) lowers the localization length ξ by
increasing the scattering (i.e., reflection) compared to Park
et al. experiments (n = 1.5 [39]).
V. CONCLUSION
We used transfer-matrix simulations to show the effect of
breaking reciprocity on 1D Anderson localization of light
via the magneto-optic Faraday effect. The simulations show
a magnetic-field induced increase of the localization length
by a factor which neither seems to depend on the refractive
index of the plates nor on the magnetic field once Faraday
rotation is high enough. This is associated with a decrease
of the transmission fluctuations which was also observed in
the simulations and confirmed in experiments. The nontrivial
change in the localization length is related to the fact that for
high N and B, the polarization states are spread, but as soon
as they come close to the circular ones, they do not couple
anymore to the external magnetic field because reciprocity
is not broken for circular polarization in a Faraday active
medium. The experimental data are a clear manipulation of
AL of light by external magnetic fields. For a small number
of plates, the experimental data showed a similar behavior as
predicted by the numerical simulations. For stacks between
10 and 20 plates a crossover from 1D to Q1D is observed.
To be able to observe localization in 1D experiments even
for large N the crossover length from 1D to Q1D would need
to be increased. This might be achievable by a better parallel
alignment of the glass plates in the stacks, e.g., by using piezo
elements between plates, or by thinner glass plates keeping the
FR high enough to randomize the polarization state. The first
solution leads to a very sophisticated experimental sample,
which might be hard to realize. The second solution may be
easier to realize.
In conclusion, we show in this paper that Anderson local-
ization of light is indeed affected by reciprocity breaking, even
though the 1D configuration studied here does not allow it to
be fully broken. This paves the way towards a new probe for
Anderson localization of light in higher dimensional systems.
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APPENDIX A: TRANSFER MATRIX
1. 1D Transfer-matrix formalism and Faraday rotation
In this section, we introduce the transfer-matrix formalism
in the presence of Faraday rotation. To make our paper self-
contained, we start from the usual definition of the trans-
fer matrices. Given any optical system (see Fig. 10 for the
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zˆ
xˆ
yˆ E←1
E→1
E←2
E→2
opt. syst.
FIG. 10. Direction of propagation of the light electromagnetic
fields E in front (1) and behind (2) any optical system (dielectrics,
interface,...).
geometry), the transfer-matrix formalism decomposes the
field in plane waves propagating in the forward +z (→) and
backward −z (←) directions, and relates the field behind the
system to the field in front of the system through the transfer
matrixM, (
E→2
E←2
)
=M
(
E→1
E←1
)
. (A1)
For instance, if light (with a wavelength λ0 in vacuum)
propagates a distance d in a homogeneous dielectric having
a refractive index n, the transfer matrix is
Md =
(
exp − 2iπnd
λ0
0
0 exp 2iπnd
λ0
)
. (A2)
If the system is an interface between two dielectrics n1 and n2
perpendicular to the wave vector, the Fresnel formulas allow
us to write the transfer matrix of the interface [32]
Nn1→n2 =
1
2n2
(
n2 + n1 n2 − n1
n2 − n1 n2 + n1
)
. (A3)
The transfer matrix of a dielectric slab of refractive index n
and thickness d placed in air (n0) is then written as the matrix
product Nn→n0 × Md × Nn0→n.
Faraday rotation, which is a kind of circular birefringence,
imposes to split the field in the two circular polarization
components E→/← = (ER→/←, EL→/←). In a Faraday active
material, these components are related to each other by a 4 × 4
matrix MFR, ⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
ER→d
EL→d
ER←d
EL←d
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ = MFR(d,n)
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
ER→0
EL→0
ER←0
EL←0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠, (A4)
MFR =
⎛
⎜⎝
exp −in+ϕ 0 0 0
0 exp −in−ϕ 0 0
0 0 exp in+ϕ 0
0 0 0 exp in−ϕ
⎞
⎟⎠,
(A5)
with n± = n ± n and ϕ = 2πdλ0 . Here 2n is the refractive
index difference for right and left circular polarized waves,
and is related to the Verdet constant V of the Faraday active
material and to the applied magnetic field B via n = λ0BV2π .
Note that a very similar matrix MOA can be written for optical
activity (which does not break reciprocity),
MOA =
⎛
⎜⎝
exp −in+ϕ 0 0 0
0 exp −in−ϕ 0 0
0 0 exp in−ϕ 0
0 0 0 exp in+ϕ
⎞
⎟⎠.
(A6)
Using the Fresnel formulas between a dielectric and a
Faraday active material (see Appendix A 2, Table II), we can
write in this (circular) basis the transfer matrix of an interface
between air (of refractive index n0) and a Faraday active
material,
Nn0→n+,n− =
1
2
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
n0+n+
n+
0 0 n+−n0
n+
0 n0+n−
n−
n−−n0
n−
0
0 n−−n0
n−
n0+n−
n−
0
n+−n0
n+
0 0 n0+n+
n+
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠, (A7)
and the transfer matrix of an interface between a Faraday
active material and air,
Nn+,n−→n0 =
1
2n0
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
n0+n+ 0 0 n0−n+
0 n0+n− n0−n− 0
0 n0−n− n0+n− 0
n0−n+ 0 0 n0+n+
⎞
⎟⎟⎠. (A8)
In the experiments we worked with a linearly polarized
incoming field,
E→0 =
(
Ex→0
Ey→0
)
,
such that we start these calculations in the linear basis. Chang-
ing from the circular to the linear basis can be done using the
matrices for the basis change Pcirc→lin and Plin→circ [Eqs. (A16)
and (A17)]. Without any loss of generality let us consider an
x-polarized incident wave. This implies Ey→0 = 0. Having just
a light source before the system, the field after the system is
connected via the transfer matrix M to the field before the
system,
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
Ex→N
Ey→N
0
0
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ =M
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
Ex→0
0
Ex←0
Ey←0
⎞
⎟⎟⎠, (A9)
with
E←0 =
(
Ex←0
Ey←0
)
the field reflected by the system. Note that there is no field in
the −z direction (←) after the system and therefore Ex←N =
Ey←N = 0. The overall transfer matrix M that connects the
incoming and the outgoing fields through a stack of N  2
Faraday active slides of thicknesses {di} separated by N − 1
air gaps of thicknesses {ei} in the linear basis is then expressed
by
M = Pcirc→lin ×
2∏
i=N
[Nn+,n−→n0 MFR(di,n)Nn0→n+,n−M0(ei )]
× Nn+,n−→n0 MFR(d1,n)Nn0→n+,n− × Plin→circ, (A10)
M0(ei ) being the transfer matrix of an air gap.
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KnowingM, the system (A9) has four equations and four unknowns (Ex←0 , Ey←0 , Ex→N , and Ey→N ) and can therefore be solved
analytically. WritingM = (mi j )0i, j<4 using its matrix elements, the solution is
Ex←0 = Ex→0
−m20m33 + m23m30
m22m33 − m23m32
Ey←0 = Ex→0
m20m32 − m22m30
m22m33 − m23m32
Ex→N = Ex→0
(
m00 + −m20(m02m33 − m03m32) + m30(m02m23 − m03m22)
m22m33 − m23m32
)
Ey→N = Ex→0
(
m10 + −m20(m12m33 − m13m32) + m30(m12m23 − m13m22)
m22m33 − m23m32
)
. (A11)
This transfer-matrix method is used to calculate the trans-
mission through N slides with and without Faraday rotation.
Different realizations of disorder were realized by randomly
varying the thicknesses di and ei of both the plates and the
spaces between the plates uniformly over d and e  λ0.
2. Fresnel formulas at the boundary of a circular
birefringent medium
We derive the Fresnel formulas at normal incidence be-
tween air (refractive index n0) and a Faraday or optical active
(FA or OA) medium described by two refractive indices n+
and n− (see Table I for the definitions).
xˆ, yˆ, and zˆ are unit vectors defined in Fig. 10: (xˆ, yˆ) is the
polarization plane, and zˆ is perpendicular to the interface. We
define the right (R) and left (L) basis vectors for the forward
(→) and backward (←) propagation directions,
R→ = 1√
2
(xˆ + iyˆ)
L→ = 1√
2
(xˆ − iyˆ)
R← = 1√
2
(xˆ − iyˆ)
L← = 1√
2
(xˆ + iyˆ). (A12)
As an example, let us now assume that the incident light
is circular right polarized and propagates in the forward
direction Ei = ERi = ERi R→. We define the reflection r and
transmission coefficients t for circular right R and left L by
Er = ERi (rRR← + rLL←)
Et = ERi (tRR→ + tLL→). (A13)
We call ERt = ERi tRR→ and ELt = ERi tLL→, and write both
TABLE I. Refractive indices seen by the forward and backward
propagating circular right (RHC) and left (LHC) polarizations.
Propagation direction Polarization FA OA
forward → RHC n+ n+
forward → LHC n− n−
backward ← RHC n+ n−
backward ← LHC n− n+
continuity equations for the electric and the magnetic fields,
zˆ × (Ei + Er ) = zˆ × Et
zˆ × (k0 × Ei − k0 × Er ) = zˆ ×
(
k+ × ERt + k− × ELt
)
,
(A14)
with k0 the wave vector in the dielectric n0, and k+/− the wave
vectors for the components seeing the n+/− indices (all wave
vectors are oriented in the → direction). Solving this system
at normal incidence gives
rR = 0
rL = n0 − n+
n0 + n+
tR = 2n0
n0 + n+
tL = 0. (A15)
This procedure can now be done for all propagation di-
rections, circular polarizations, and for both FA and OA
materials. The resulting Fresnel formulas are summarized in
Table II.
TABLE II. Fresnel coefficients calculated with the refractive
indices convention of Table I for light propagating in the forward
→ or backward ← direction.
Direction Incident pol. rR rL tR tL
Diel → FA, OA R 0 n0−n+
n0+n+
2n0
n0+n+ 0
Diel → FA, OA L n0−n−
n0+n− 0 0
2n0
n0+n−
Diel ← FA R 0 n−−n0
n0+n−
2n−
n0+n− 0
Diel ← FA L n+−n0
n0+n+ 0 0
2n+
n0+n+
FA → Diel R 0 n+−n0
n0+n+
2n+
n0+n+ 0
FA → Diel L n−−n0
n0+n− 0 0
2n−
n0+n−
FA ← Diel R 0 n0−n−
n0+n−
2n0
n0+n− 0
FA ← Diel L n0−n+
n0+n+ 0 0
2n0
n0+n+
Diel ← OA R 0 n+−n0
n0+n−
n++n−
n0+n− 0
Diel ← OA L n−−n0
n0+n+ 0 0
n++n−
n0+n+
OA → Diel R 0 n+−n0
n0+n−
n++n−
n0+n− 0
OA → Diel L n−−n0
n0+n+ 0 0
n++n−
n0+n+
OA ← Diel R 0 n0−n+
n0+n+
2n0
n0+n+ 0
OA ← Diel L n0−n−
n0+n− 0 0
2n0
n0+n−
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FIG. 11. Simulated polarization states in reflection for samples of N = 1, 2, 5, or 30 plates represented on the Poincaré sphere (Mollweide
projection) at B = 18 T for the Faraday active plates studied in the paper. The color encodes the total reflection (R=Rx+Ry). X (respectively Y)
represents linear polarization on the x (respectively y) axis, D and A stand for diagonal and antidiagonal (linear polarization on the first and
second bisectors), and R and L are the circular polarizations (right and left).
3. Transfer matrix and linear or circular polarization
To include Faraday rotation in these calculations it is useful
to switch from a linear basis
(x
y
)
to a circular basis
(R
L
)
, as
Faraday rotation can also be seen as circular birefringence.
For propagation in the +z direction (→) and respectively for
the −z direction (←), the fields in the circular basis can be
expressed as
E+R =
1√
2
(E+x + iE+y )
E+L =
1√
2
(E+x − iE+y )
E−R =
1√
2
(E−x − iE−y )
E−L =
1√
2
(E−x + iE−y ).
With this, the matrix for the basis change between linear(E+x
E+y
E−x
E−y
)
and circular
(E+R
E+L
E−R
E−L
)
polarized fields can be calculated:
Pcirc→lin = 1√
2
⎛
⎜⎝
1 1 0 0
i −i 0 0
0 0 1 1
0 0 −i i
⎞
⎟⎠, (A16)
Plin→circ = 1√
2
⎛
⎜⎝
1 −i 0 0
1 i 0 0
0 0 1 i
0 0 1 −i
⎞
⎟⎠. (A17)
APPENDIX B: MAGNETO-OPTICAL SPREADING
OF POLARIZATION
1. Transfer-matrix simulations in reflection
a. Polarization states
Figure 11 shows the simulated polarization states in reflec-
tion for different realizations of disorder for samples consist-
ing of N = 1, 2, 5, or 30 plates when an external magnetic
field of 18 T is applied on a Faraday active sample made
of SF57. The incident light is linearly polarized along the x
axis. Without magnetic field, the reflected light stays linearly
polarized along the x axis. With magnetic field (18 T, V = 31
rad/Tm), one can observe that the polarization states get
indeed randomized over the whole Poincaré sphere for inter-
mediate plate number, before being attracted on the equator
of the sphere. This means that for large plate numbers, the
reflected light is always linearly polarized, but with a random
polarization direction. For optical activity no such change of
polarization changes is observed: all the points are exactly on
the X point (figure not shown), meaning that for any sample at
any optical activity strength, the reflected photons are always
linearly polarized in the incident polarization direction.
b. Refection coefficients in the case of Faraday
rotation and optical activity
We plot in Fig. 12 the ensemble average over disorder
of the reflection coefficients Rxx and Rxy as a function of
the length of the sample, for an external magnetic field of
18 T and compare it to the case were MFR [Eq. (A6)] is
replaced by MOA [Eq. (A8)]. Without circular birefringence,
0 20 40 60 80 100 120
Number of plates N
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
〈R
a
b
〉
FR, 〈Rxx〉
FR, 〈Rxy〉
OA, 〈Rxx〉
OA, 〈Rxy〉
FIG. 12. Simulated reflection coefficients in the case of the same
circular birefringence plotted against the sample length, for Faraday
rotation and for optical activity for the same rotation angle of 48◦ for
a single passage through a single plate. This corresponds to a circular
birefringence n = 4.72×10−5 for FR in SF57 at B = 18 T and at
the average thickness of the plates.
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FIG. 13. Experimental data of the mean logarithmic relative
transmission as a function of the magnetic field B for N = 0, 25,
and 30 plates.
〈Rxy〉 = 0 because the two channels are uncoupled. When
circular birefringence is turned on, for a large enough sample,
optical activity implies 〈Rxx〉 = 1 and 〈Rxy〉 = 0 (the reflected
photons leave the sample with the same polarization as the in-
cident light), while Faraday rotation implies 〈Rxx〉=〈Rxy〉=0.5
(the polarization of the reflected photons is randomized).
These observations illustrate the fact that Faraday rotation
breaks reciprocity, while optical activity does not.
2. Experimental observation in transmission
The spreading of the polarization states in transmission is
discussed in Fig. 2 for the transfer-matrix simulations. On the
experimental side, the strong average Faraday rotation and its
progressive spreading (depolarization) is also directly seen in
the polarized average transmission. Figure 13 shows 〈ln T 〉
plotted as a function of the external magnetic field B for
different fixed numbers of plates. The N = 0 measurement
(black points) is very stable and used as reference. The
oscillations of 〈ln Txx〉 due to the nonreflected part of the light
beam are again observed (red and violet data in Fig. 13),
and they smear out for large field when the distribution of
the polarization states has become almost symmetric around
the polar axis of the Poincaré sphere. The pseudoperiod of
the oscillations decreases with the number of plates as there
is more average Faraday rotation as well as higher variance
of FR in longer samples [compare N = 25 plates (red) and
N = 30 plates (violet) data of Fig. 13].
Note that a field-dependent oscillation behavior of 〈ln T 〉
such as seen in Fig. 13 is not found in genuine-Q1D (i.e.,
with reflecting walls [40]) or 3D multiple-scattering situations
where polarization memory is lost on the scale of the transport
mean free path 	
 and, as a consequence, the overall average
FR remains zero in transmission [17]. The oscillations high-
light the fact that light propagation in 1D or Q1D stacks of
slides is essentially parallel or antiparallel to B, while it is
random in situations of diffuse multiple scattering (when 	

is smaller that the transverse scale of confinement).
FIG. 14. 3D image of a measured speckle pattern before image
processing (upper left). The intensity is plotted on the z axis while
x and y are the camera pixel values. A Gaussian was fitted with
an offset and an elliptical region of interest was defined (upper
right). The offset was then subtracted from the image (lower left)
and the image was weighted by the Gaussian to remove the intensity
differences caused by the incident Gaussian laser beam.
APPENDIX C: DATA ANALYSIS
The measured images (see Fig. 6) were processed to obtain
the mean transmission 〈T 〉 (and/or the mean of the logarithm
of the transmission 〈ln T 〉) and the variance of the relative
transmitted intensity s = T/〈T 〉. Figure 14 shows the different
steps of the image processing for one measured image of a
transmission speckle.
The intensity variations caused by the incident Gaussian
beam need to be removed to obtain the correct intensity
statistics. A 3D plot of an original image is shown in the upper
left. A speckle pattern overlaying the Gaussian beam can be
observed. The intensity data were fitted by a 2D Gaussian
with widths σx and σy and an offset b. The offset is necessary
to account for noise and was subtracted from the images
(lower left). Moreover, an elliptical region of interest (ROI)
was chosen with widths 2σx and 2σy respectively (see cutoff
in the upper right image). The elliptical form is necessary
since for a large number of plates the transmitted beam
becomes elliptical due to nonperfect alignment of the sample
regarding the beam direction. This ellipse rotates with the
rotating sample such that the ROI was further narrowed by
taking into account only the overlap of the ellipses of all 300
images. The ROI was divided by the Gaussian fit to obtain
the final images as shown in the lower right in Fig. 14. For
an increasing number of glass slides increasing laser powers
were used as the transmission decreases with the number of
plates. Therefore, the transmitted images were normalized by
the incident laser power.
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